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At the end of the eighteenth century in France and Italy, the guitar of five double courses underwent 

important structural and aesthetic changes. Although such instruments continued to be made, a 

guitar equipped with five single strings also came into use. The richness of the rose, and other 

traditional elements, was abandoned in favour of simpler lines, arguably in accord with a more 

bourgeois taste. Iconographical material, guitar instruction books and surviving instruments attest to 

the coexistence of guitars with five double and five single strings. Despite some important research 

conducted in the past, however, the transitional guitar of five single strings and its repertoire remain 

largely unexplored, and even unrecognised as researchers acknowledge a pre-romantic guitar of 

five double courses and a romantic guitar of six single strings. The iconographic material, however, 

and tutor books (hereafter ‘methods’) for the guitar show that the instrument with five single strings 

appealed to some players between the late 1770s (when the use of five single strings was a radical 

innovation) to the first decade of the nineteenth century (when it was favoured by conservative 

players who did not wish to play with a sixth string).1 

Consider one of the five-thousand portraits and paintings made by the French artist Louis-

Léopold Boilly (1761-1845), reproduced here as Figure 1. This artist, proud of being able to 

complete a portrait in only two hours,2 settled in Paris during 1780s where he produced a large 

number of small-scale cabinet paintings which increased his popularity among Parisians;3 they often 

combine genre scenes balanced with amorous and erotic elements, elegantly concealed to satisfy the 

moral pruderie of the period. This example of his work reveals some interesting details about the 

guitars in use at the end of eighteenth century. A young woman dressed in white is seated at her 

desk. A closer inspection, however, suggests that she keeps hidden secrets. Smiling shyly, she 

points to the slightly open drawer, leaving the viewer wondering what may be concealed therein. 

The lap dog offers her a flute, an instrument with amorous associations, thereby confounding the 

expectation that the dog appears as a symbol of trust and fidelity4 as in Enfants du Marquis de 

Béthune jouant avec un chien by Hubert Drouais, for example, or Les charmes de la vie by Anoine 

                                                             
1 J. Copeland, Ornamentation In Eighteenth-Century Guitar Music: An Examination Of Instruction Manuals From 
1750-1800, ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY, 2012, p. 161. 
2 R. Taws, At the National Gallery, London Review of Books 40 (9) (2019). 
3 B. Léonce, Great painters of the XIXth century and their paintings, London: Sir I. Pitman and sons  (1910). 
4 J. Hall, Dictionary of Subjects & Symbols, Art. Rev. United States of America: Westview Press  (1979), & F.S. 
Kleiner, Gardner's Art through the Ages: The Western Perspective, Wadsworth Publishing Company  (2009). 
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Watteau.5 In addition, the statue of a naked male child, conceivably Cupid (though he has neither 

wings nor bow) reinforces the theme of sensual love. In French art of this period the guitar is often 

the witness or prelude to intimate encounters, as in Jeune fille écoutant une conversation entre deux 

amants and Sanfter Widerstand, both by Michel Garnier (1753-1819). In Boilly’s canvas we can see 

that a guitar of five double courses has been adapted to make an instrument of five single strings, 

demonstrating the effect of changing musical fashions on a new generation of players. Boilly 

observes this instrument in fine detail; the strings are tightened by five pegs on the headstock; the 

other pegs have been removed. On the bridge, it is still possible to discern the small holes which 

would have accommodated the missing double courses. We notice the different distances between 

basses and trebles, suggesting that luthiers did not build yet dedicated single-string guitars.6 

 

Figure 1. Louis-Léopold Boilly (1761-1845) – Dame un blanc robe assise à elle Bureau 

With the Napoleonic campaigns in Italy, it becomes possible to discern a confluence of French and 

Italian influences in the transition from double to single strings. A noteworthy example is 

represented by the painter, engraver and musician Mauro Gandolfi (1764-1834). The young artist, 

open to Napoleonic political ideals, embraced the new cultural environment in Bologna.7 In Figure 

2, Gandolfi portrays himself while tuning a guitar with a typical parchment rose. However, the five 
                                                             
5 I. Lauterbach, Watteau (Taschen Basic Art Series), Taschen GmbH, 15 May 2008. 
6 J.B. Merchi, Le Guide des Ecoliers de Guitarre [Paris, 1761], Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris, Reprint 
Geneva: Minkoff, 1981. 
7 A. Mampieri, Mauro Gandolfi. Storia e Memoria di Bologna, Istituzione Bologna Musei (2021). 
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double-course instrument has once again been adapted to accommodate five single strings on the 

headstock leaving the other pegs unused. Given that this was a time of political upheaval, we may 

wonder if such modified guitars could serve as a manifesto of political affiliation. It is known that 

Gandolfi was active in city politics by participating in the first Congresso Cispadano convened by 

Napoleon in 1796. He later held various public offices in Bologna.8 

 

Figure 2. Mauro Gandolfi (1764-1834) - Autoritratto – 1792-1794. Pinacoteca Nazionale, Bologna IT. 

For a few years, some Italian luthiers built guitars with five single strings.9 The ‘missing link’ 

between the baroque and classical guitar is embodied in a unique instrument that disappeared after 

1945. This bore the label Ferdinandus Gagliano Filius / Nicolai fecit Neap. 1774 and had five 

single courses, a fingerboard flush with the table and a distinctive figure-of-eight-shaped tuning 

head.10 

Pictorial representations of Italian guitars with five single strings, showing the figure-of-eight 

tuning head with central peg, as shown in Gagliano’s instrument, are rare. By using false colours to 

isolate the headstock in Figures 3a and b, it is possible to recognise the prototypical Italian five-

single string guitars, used at the end of the eighteenth century. Guffier’s painting (Figure 3b) is of 

                                                             
8 Ibid. 
9 A. Michel, P. Neumann, Gitarren 17. bis 19. Jahrhundert, Katalog - Museum für Musikinstrumente der Universität 
Leipzig, ISBN 978-3-89923-364-3(2016). 
10 Ibid. & T. F. Heck, Stalking the Oldest Six-String Guitar, Gendai Guitar 9(3), (1975) 64-71. 
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particular interest. As elegantly described by Christopher Page,11 Lady Webster is portrayed in 

Florence ‘sharing the sofa with a five-string guitar’ in 1795. The guitar is associated with all the 

prototypical elements of the Grand Tour to Italy,12 while the dog staring at Lady Webster evokes 

the theme of trust. Another interesting element is concealed under the elegant cloth: a harp, as a 

metaphor for the romantic heart and poetry.13 It should be also noted that the harp is equipped with 

a pedalboard; this painting therefore contains two ‘new’, transitional instruments and was probably 

intended to present its aristocratic subject as an icon of modernity and fashion. 

Guitars of five single strings can be found in private collections and museums. Others have been 

converted to six-stringed guitars. However, these instruments bear a trace of their original structure. 

Figure 4a and b show two Italian guitars, by G. Trotto (1792) and G. Vinaccia 1795, which still 

present the hole for the central tuning peg, recalling their original function as guitars of five single 

strings. 

 

                                                             
11 C. Page, The Guitar in Georgian England - A Social and Musical History, Yale University Press ISBN 978-0-300-
212471 HB (2020) 98-99. 
12 Ibid. & A. Brilli, Il grande racconto del viaggio in Italia. Itinerari di ieri per viaggiatori di oggi, Il Mulino ISBN10 
8815253815 (2014). 
13 M. Botero Camacho, M. R. Pérez, The harp and the poet: The harp as a metaphor for the romantic heart, ANGLO 
SAXONICA ISSN 0873-0628 III, 15 (2018). 
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Figure 3 a) Antonio Carnicero (1748–1814) - Retrato de dama con guitarra; b) Louis Gauffier (1762-1801). Portrait of 

Elizabeth, Lady Webster, later Lady Holland, seated full-length, in a white dress and feathered hat, with her 

spaniel pierrot, on a chaise-longue, with a guitar (1795). 
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Figure 4. a) “Gioacchino Trotto fecit Anno 1792 accosto le grade di S. Demetrio” (see fn 9). b) “Gaetanus Vinaccia 

fecit Neapoli 1795 Nella Rua Catalan” - Musikmuseet, København, (DK) (Photo: Cammila Hjortkjær). 
 

Important original models do exist in an Italian private collection and a Gio. Battista Fabricatore, 

1803 is on exhibition at the Kunsthistorishes Museum in Vienna without any particular description 

(Figure 5). 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Original five single-string guitars. a) “Gio. Battista Fabricatore, 1792” - private collection b) “Carlo 
Guadagnini, 1794” - private collection c and d) “Gio. Battista Fabricatore, 1803” – Kunshistorisches Museum, Vienna. 

(Photos: Luca Soattin). 
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These instruments represent a watershed, so to speak, within the history of the guitar, for a study of 

their characteristics shows that these early-nineteenth century guitars profoundly differ from so-

called romantic guitars.  

In the present study, Italian guitars from the catalogue The guitar in Italy14 (see details in Table I) 

were classified into three periods: 1790-1805, 1806-1815 and after 1815. Thereafter, different body 

measurements were collected and statistical tests were applied to identify significant differences 

among groups. 

 
Table I. Distribution of the instruments reported in the present catalogue. Data reported in L. Frignani, A. Radice, T. 

Rizzi, The Guitar in Italy. 
 

Statistical approach 

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) represents a collection of statistical methods, which aim to evaluate 

differences among means of representative samples. In inferential statistics, a test requirement is to 

“exclude from the realm of possibilities” the hypothesis that a difference exists among the means of 

the groups under study (null-hypothesis). According to the American Statistical Association (ASA), 

assuming that the null-hypothesis is correct, the p-value is introduced, which describes “the 

probability under a specified statistical model that a statistical summary of the data (e.g., the sample 

mean difference between two compared groups) would be equal to or more extreme than its 

observed value”.15 In the practice, the statistical test satisfies or rejects the null-hypothesis once a 

threshold for the p-value (significance level) is established (usually at 5 and 1%).16 In this case, p-

values ≤ 0.05 reject the null-hypothesis and are considered significantly different. In the present 

study, one-way ANOVA test was applied, followed by Dunnett’s multiple comparison post hoc test 

                                                             
14 L. Frignani, A. Radice, T. Rizzi, The Guitar in Italy: From the End of the Eighteenth to the Beginning of the 
Nineteenth Century, LF Edizioni, ISBN 10: 8896202132 (2016). 
15 B. Grabowski, "P < 0.05" Might Not Mean What You Think: American Statistical Association Clarifies P Values, J 
Natl Cancer Inst 108(8) (2016). 
16 R. Nuzzo, Scientific method: statistical errors, Nature 506(7487) (2014) 150-2. 
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to compare differences among groups.17 p-values ≤ 0.05 were considered significantly different and 

were graphically indicated with an asterisk (*). p-values ≤ 0.01 were indicated with two asterisks 

(**). Data are reported as mean ± SEM (Standard Error of the Mean). Statistical analyses were 

performed by means of GraphPad Software Prism 5.0, LLC. 

 

Limitation of the present study 

Distribution of instruments might be considered arbitrary, due to a lack of formal consistency of 

time-setting among groups. Increasing the statistical power of this study will improve the 

distribution cut-off. 

 

Results 

The statistical tests revealed a significant increase in the neck length after 1805 (Figure 6a). There 

has been no apparent change in body length within the groups (Figure 6b). Even though the test did 

not reject the null hypothesis, a tendency of increasing the bridge-bottom distance from late 18th 

Century instrument to late 19th century instruments can be found in Figure 6c. Moreover, 

significant increase of soundboard base and shoulders was found over time (Figure 6d). 

 

 
Figure 6. Statistical analysis. a) Neck length: 1790-1805 (301 ± 4 mm), 1806-1815 (318 ± 5 mm), after-1815 (316 ± 5 
mm). One-way ANOVA showed that means are significantly different (p=0.0267 *). Dunnett’s multiple comparison 

post hoc test showed p < 0.05 for 1790-1805 vs. 1806-1815 and 1790-1805 vs. after 1815. b) Body length: 1790-1805 

                                                             
17 C.W. Dunnett, A Multiple Comparison Procedure for Comparing Several Treatments with a Control, Journal of the 
American Statistical Association 50(272) (1955) 1096-1121. 
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(445 ± 4 mm), 1806-1815 (441 ± 4 mm), after-1815 (444 ± 6 mm). One-way ANOVA showed that means are not 
significantly different (p > 0.05). No post hoc test followed. c) Bridge-bottom distance: 1790-1805 (93 ± 4 mm), 1806-
1815 (97 ± 3 mm), after-1815 (104 ± 5 mm). One-way ANOVA showed that means are not significantly different (p > 
0.05). No post hoc test followed. d) Differences in the base (B), waist (W) and shoulders (S) length: 1790-1805 (B, 276 
± 3 mm; W, 162 ± 3 mm; S, 215 ± 4 mm). 1806-1815 (B, 292 ± 5 mm; W, 165 ± 2 mm; S, 220 ± 3 mm). After 1815 (B, 
305 ± 10 mm; W, 174 ± 8 mm; S, 237 ± 9 mm). One-way ANOVA showed that means are significantly different within 
B and S categories, p=0.0034 (**) and p=0.0.049 (*), respectively. Dunnett’s multiple comparison post hoc test showed 

a significant increase in base and shoulders length (p < 0.05) in 1790-1805 vs. after 1815 instruments. No significant 
difference was found in waist length among groups (p > 0.05). 

 

Interestingly, Italian guitars seem to reduce the headstock bending moment from late 18th Century 

instruments towards the 19th Century (Figure 7). The bars depicted in the graph indicate the 

standard error, which connotes the statistical accuracy of a measurement: how precise the mean is 

within the real sample. The reduction of bars length, shown in the graph for ‘after 1815’ group, 

represents a tendential standardisation of the bending moment, in contrast to the variability and 

degree of freedom of late 18th Century instruments.  

 

 
Figure 7. Bending moment (α°) of the headstock. 1790-1805 (α°, -18.14 ± 3.20°), 1806-1815 (α°, -16.94 ± 1.77°), 

after-1815 (α°, -14.50 ± 0.73°). No significant difference was found among the groups (p > 0.05). 
 

This project may be pursued in future by increasing the statistical power of the study by including 

the numerous instruments present in the collection of Københavns Musikmuseet (DK). Moreover, it 

will be possible to compare these measurements with French, Spanish and German guitars, in order 

to display which trends have characterised the development and evolution of the guitar between the 

18th and 19th Century. 


